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Waikato Aviation offers the New Zealand Diploma in Aviation - Flight Instructor 
Strand

This Level 6 Diploma qualification comprises 250 credits and is taught over 2 years 
and 3 months. 

Upon graduation students will have achieved: 

Commercial Pilots Licence 

Instrument Rating 

‘C’ category Instructor Rating 

The course comprises of a minimum of 304.5 Aircraft Flight hours and an additional 
20 hours in our Flight Simulator. 



Flight Training Programme 



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 


The requirements for entry into the NZ Diploma in Aviation Instructor stream are: 


Be at least 18 years of age before the date of CPL flight examination or ATPL subject examinations;  


Students must hold a Class 1 Aviation Medical Certificate before acceptance on to the programme; 


Be a fit and proper person, meeting the requirements of the Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand; 


Prospective students must complete the ADAPT Trainee Pilot Pre-Screening Test and; 


Achieve NCEA Level 2 including 14 credits or more in each of English, Maths, Science and a further 
supporting subject or complete Aviation Theory subjects or equivalent. 


Students need to be competent in spoken English and meet the requirements of the Civil Aviation 

Authority of New Zealand. 



I have always wanted to be a pilot and living in 
Cambridge made Waikato the obvious choice. 

Training at Waikato was fantastic, the quality of the 
air instruction, the modern capable aircraft and the 
interesting people that I meet, made my flight 
training relevant and prepared me for work in the 
aviation industry.  

My flight experience has varied from instructing to 
a role as Captain with Air New Zealand’s Eagle Air.  
I am now flying with the Air New Zealand Boeing 
777 fleet.  

My training and experiences at Waikato Aero Club 
have prepared me well. 


Marie O’Neill 
Boeing 777 
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Flight Training in Hamilton 

Hamilton is a busy domestic airport, with a mix of scheduled 
passenger transport, charter and flight training air traffic. This 
makes for a dynamic and challenging learning environment - a 
perfect introduction to professional piloting.  

Hamilton has a variety of aerodromes within easy reach providing 
experience in all types of general aviation. Waikato Aviation 
students are exposed to operating within a variety of airspace, 
regularly.  

Students learn to file flight plans, communicate with Air Traffic 
Control and navigate controlled airspace, every time they fly.   




My time at Waikato Aviation provided me with 
the practical training and learning techniques 
which have allowed me to branch in to many 
areas of aviation including parachute dropping 
and bush flying, right through to my current 
role as First Officer at Cathay Pacific.  

There are many methods and environments to 
learn aviation but I found Waikato suited me 
perfectly and they consistently turn out pilots of 
an extremely high calibre.  

The friendly atmosphere allows newcomers to 
chat with veterans of the industry without 
judgement and form connections which can 
come in handy when you are looking for that all 
important first job.
 Greg van der Meulen    First Office- Cathay 
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Government student loans and allowances are available for eligible students. Due to 
the capping of student loan for avaiation students, there is a shortfall between the 
total course cost and the maximum available through the student loan scheme.  

This shortfall is required at the commencement of each year of study. 

For information on this years course fees, contact us: 

Waikato Aviation  
Phone 07 8435655 
Email info@waikatoaviation.co.nz 
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Waikato Aviation really took care of my training, there was awesome 
attention to detail and I didn't become a number lost in the system. My 
training was tailored to suite my progression. 

I found the funding was easy to deal with and I was updated 
fortnightly, where it's going, how much is remaining and what is left in 
terms of flying hours and how that lines up with the club syllabus, so 
there was no nasty surprises. 

At Waikato I enjoyed the social element, its a group of genuinely 
enthusiastic flyers from recreational pilots to current airline pilots. This 
creates a great environment to share experiences and learn within. I 
also gained valuable experience from the fly away trips, involving other 
clubs, competition flying to hone the skills and social events at the club 
which really built a sense of camaraderie between students.                           

David King - Pilot Sounds Air 
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